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Breaking News! 

Trail Usage Soars! 

Oct. 124%↑          Nov. 182%↑          Dec. 162%↑  

Data Source:  DVRPC 



Breaking News! 

Trail Usage Soars! 

March-Dec. Monthly 97%-161%↑        Annual 83%↑ 

Data Source:  DVRPC 



Background 
 

 

1. At the 2020 Trail Summit, attendees expressed the need for 

an online public info resource for area trails of all kinds. 

 

2. I realized that with a little tweaking and a lot of expansion, 

www.havtrail.com could be adapted. 

 

3. I could do it with my old Garmin GPS logger, lots of hiking 

and exploring, and learning how to use Google “My Maps.” 

 

4. Also in 2020, Haverford Parks & Rec wanted to update its 

trail information – online, printed, signage, etc. 

 

5. These are lessons learned from this past year’s endeavor. 



Lesson #1 
 

 

Always keep in mind the apprehensive person who may 

be venturing out to a trail for the first time. 

  

We are all beginners at some point.  

 

Try to anticipate any concern or confusion, and 

address it up front in the information that you provide. 



Defining a Trail 
 

 

1. As an object, a trail is a line 

(probably not straight) that 

connects two endpoints – a path 

between “A” to “B”. 

 

2. It may be a loop, where “A” and 

“B” are the same point, or some 

combination of line and loop. 

 

3. Branches are difficult on Google 

“My Maps” - think of it like 

having to draw in one motion, 

without ever lifting the pen. 

 



Mapping a Trail 
 

 

1. You usually can’t map a trail by simply looking for it in an 

aerial photo. Most trails are well hidden under the tree 

canopy. 

 

2. Using a dedicated GPS logging device is best. Enabling WAAS 

(Wide Area Augmentation System) will improve its accuracy, 

compared to GPS alone.  

 

3. Cell phones with mapping apps are not very accurate. At 

times they approximate your location by using cell towers 

instead of true satellite-based GPS triangulation, or they 

may try to place you on a road. 

 



Refining the Map File 
 

 

1. You then need to adapt and refine the trail GPS file to match 

the base map (and other alternate views like satellite 

photos). Base maps are not exact, and they vary. 

 

2. For a public info map, you can simplify the string of points in 

the file that defines a curvy trail. 

 

3. You should also adjust the trail line to align it properly with 

the base map’s roads, parking lots, land parcel boundaries, 

streams and so on. 

 

4. You need to “zoom in” all the way when doing this, to get 

the best accuracy. 

 



Every Trail  

Should Have a NAME 
 

 

1. After all, how else can people refer to it? 

 

2. A good name gives a trail additional character. 

 

3. Names make trails easier for people to understand when 

there is a “spaghetti bowl” of trails in one area, and people 

are out in the woods trying to figure out where they are. 

 

4. A name facilitates an emergency response, if required. 

 

5. In more practical terms, the computer file needs a name!  



Every Trail  

Should Have a COLOR 
 

 

1. Colors are useful in many ways for public understanding. 

 

2. Colors help define specific trails and their endpoints within a 

“spaghetti bowl” network of trails. 

 

3. The chosen color needs to be used consistently in printed 

maps, websites, and on-site trail signage and blazing. 

 

4. To do this, you should consider all of these needed uses 

when selecting colors. 



About COLOR Selection 
 

 

1. At least one color is taken by the map background. Google 

Maps takes up two - the base map color and the satellite 

image background color. 

 

2. White is great for trail blazes on tree trunks, but not so good 

on Google Maps. When some trail was already blazed and 

identified by white, I had to use a light gray on Google Maps 

instead, to make it show up at all and not look like a road. 

 

3. Brown is a terrible color for blazes on a tree trunk. 

 

4. Green that blends into the trees or grass in a satellite image 

is also a bad choice. 



Lower  

Merion - 

Rolling  

Hill  

Park 

Google Maps PhillyDayHiker.com 

On-Site Kiosk 
LM Conservancy 

These maps 

all disagree, 

and do not 

match the 

actual trails 

that one 

encounters 

on foot. 

None of them 

have all of 

the helpful 

features that 

I believe are 

needed by 

the general 

public. 



Radnor – Willows /Skunk Hollow 

Colors are not used consistently Names & blazing: just “main trails” & “side trails” 



Lines are Not Enough 
 

 

1. Generally, trails cannot be accessed from every point along 

them. They have entry points, called “trailheads.” 

 

2. Trailheads need to be shown on the map, so people can 

know where they can get on the trail. 

 

3. Many people need to drive to get to the trail, so it is 

important to show parking. A trailhead may or may not have 

parking, and knowing that matters. 

 

4. I mark bikeable trails with a bike sign icon, to distinguish 

them clearly. My “Bikeable” means usable by the average 

person and bicycle, not riders with mountain bikes. 

 



Middletown – Linvill Trail 

Combined “Parking/Trailhead” icon 

No visible trail or trailhead 

No visible parking or shoulder 

Trail colors on map do not match 

the blaze colors on the trails 



This is the present 

look and content of  

www.havtrail.com 

 

Its Google “My Maps” 

overlays now include 

484 drawn features:  
 

150 trail segments 

214 trailhead and  

       parking symbols  

  72 parks  

  23 municipalities 

  25 other features   



Scrolling down 

provides a series of 

photos and titles 

that can be clicked 

or tapped for 

navigation. 



Farther down are 

similar photos and 

titles that link to 

external websites 

for “Nearby Larger 

Trails” that people 

always ask about. 



The top-left choice 

“Overview” leads to 

this regional map, 

showing all of the 

mapped trails 

(without details), 

plus municipal 

boundary lines. 

 

Instructions under 

each map explain 

how to use the 

interactive features. 



Here the “Overview” map is opened to full screen. 



The “Overview” map, zoomed in to Haverford Township. 



The top of the 

Haverford Township 

page, with specific  

local information 

including activities, 

parks and trails, 

bicycling info, bike-

ped-trail studies, 

and so on. 



Scrolling down leads 

to this variety of 

local information, 

including the link to 

the “Parks and 

Trails” interactive 

map. 



The “Parks and Trails in 

Haverford Township” 

page contains the 

township-level  

“Parks and Trails” 

interactive map. 

 

Parks were added to 

this map so it could 

also be used on 

Haverford Township’s 

Parks & Rec webpage. 



Below the township 

map are introductions 

and links to even 

more localized 

interactive maps. 

(Only Haverford has 

this added layer.) 



This is the local area 

map for the Powder 

Mill Valley Park area 

along Cobbs Creek. 

 

Trailhead, parking, 

bikeability, landmark 

and other added 

features appear on 

this detailed map.  



Here is the full-screen view, with a legend on the left. 



The Upper Darby page 

is tailored to the 

Friends of Upper 

Darby Trails group. 

 

The Marple-Newtown 

page is handled 

similarly.  



This is the full-screen map for the Upper Darby area (with parks). 



Clicking on “Darby Creek Trail-County Kent Park” brings you to this. 



Here’s the Lower 

Merion Township 

page. Presently it is a 

basic page, containing 

just the interactive 

map and instructions 

on how to use it. 



Full screen map, zoomed in to the Gladwyne area trails. 



Full screen Radnor map, zoomed in to Willows /Skunk Hollow Park. 



The same view, switched to Google’s satellite photo background. 



After clicking on “Skunk Hollow-Boy Scout Bridge” in the legend. 



Full screen Springfield Area-Smedley-Swarthmore map. 



After clicking on “Indian Rock Trail” in the legend. 



Reserve Trails Updating 
 

 

In mid-2020, Haverford Parks & Rec decided their information 

materials on trails in Haverford Reserve needed updating. This 

directly built off the website mapping that I was already doing. 

 

1. Trail changes:  Some “trails” were downgraded to park 

paths, while some new trails had been added. 

 

2. Consistency:  It was decided to make all information sources 

consistent and up-to-date. 

 

3. Holistic approach:  Thinking about all of the types of info 

materials up-front at the same time led to a better result. 

 



The updated Haverford Reserve park and trail interactive map. 



Greg Prichard had designed these high-quality outdoor trailhead 

signs so that the info panels could be removed and replaced. 



It took a number of meetings, 

covering many details, with 

Parks & Rec staff to achieve a 

final satisfactory result. 
 

The re-working of havtrail.com 

GPS trail files informed Greg’s 

work on his updated map and 

text panels. All map and trail 

details were double-checked 

and coordinated. 
 

Both the on-line and physical 

information was massaged to 

work well together and be 

consistently presented.  



The hand-out folded brochure 

for the Reserve trails was 

updated. Rather than using 

separate artwork for its map, 

we had Greg design his map so 

that it could be used here, too. 

 

Interestingly, Parks & Rec staff 

had discovered that while older 

people liked picking up a map 

brochure, many younger people 

simply took a cell-phone photo 

of the trailhead sign to refer to 

while out on the trails. 



At my suggestion, Parks & Rec 

staff added durable printed trail 

blaze signs into the project. I 

had first seen these on trails in 

Middletown Township.  

 

They replace painted blazes on 

tree trunks, giving more info. 

These are generally known as  

“confirmation” or “reassurance” 

trail blazes, and they reaffirm to 

people that they are still on the 

(right) trail.  



These are the blaze signs 

that Parks & Rec designed 

for initial installation.  



Friends of Haverford Trails volunteers installed the blaze signs. 

We received immediate positive responses from trail users.  

Tim Walsh 
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